
Designed to deliver efficient, safe and reliable transactions, 
the OmniLink TM-m50 POS thermal receipt printer’s 
sleek and modern design offers improved reliability and 
performance to deliver unparalleled customer service.  
Built to support retail and hospitality merchants, the OmniLink TM-m50 
provides a versatile receipt-printing solution for customer-facing businesses 
of all sizes. Expanding on the capabilities of the existing Epson mPOS product 
line, the M50 increases print speed, reliability and connectivity to help meet 
the rigorous demands of high-volume sales transactions.  

The M50 can be shared by tablets, smartphones and PC-based POS or cloud-
based POS systems for extreme flexibility. And, triple-interface connectivity 
with built-in Ethernet, USB, serial, Bluetooth and wireless options, provide a 
variety of connection options. 

Built-in cloud functionality enables remote firmware upgrades via OmniLink 
Merchant Services. Epson’s Server Direct Print technology allows the M50 to 
retrieve data from the internet to optimize online ordering and remote printing.

The M50 also offers data communication between the printer and a tablet 
through USB to network tethering. This wired connectivity is ideal for high-
volume merchants who want to prevent disruption from a POS system going 
offline, possibly resulting in poor customer experiences and lost revenue.

The M50’s sleek and compact design features a modular casing that allows 
easy switching from a top-load to front-load configuration, addressing issues 
such as space restrictions and peripheral specifications. 
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Benefits of the TM-m50 POS Thermal Receipt Printer
•  Modern industrial design

•  Supports PC-, mobile- and cloud-based POS systems

•   Uses a single cable for smartphone device charging and data 
communications

•  USB-network-tethering enables network connection to a tablet 

•  Epson’s beacon support allows for easy pairing with mobile devices

Supports Line Busting 
•  Auto-cutter: 2.2 million cuts

•  Fast, reliable receipt printing: 350mm/s

•   Backfeeds after cutting to reduce top  
margin waste

•  3-inch compact design

•  Multi-interface connectivity 

•   Standard or Advanced model (Bluetooth 
compatible) availability 

•  Reduce paper usage up to 49%
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